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INTRODUCTION
This is the final report for the 2015-funded collaborative multi-investigator Southern California
Earthquake Center (SCEC) project 15091. The project was completed on March 11, 2016. The
related 2015-funded, March 11, 2016 Harris and Archuleta SCEC workshop, project 15095, has
its own final report that has been submitted separately to SCEC.
This multi-co-PI collaborative project (15091) included SCEC investigators (senior PIs,
postdocs, and students) from multiple countries who participated in the winter 2015-2016
spontaneous earthquake rupture code-comparison exercises and related scientific discussions.
These code comparisons are conducted so as to test the spontaneous rupture computer codes used
by SCEC and USGS scientists to computationally simulate dynamic earthquake rupture. Over
the past decades, a variety of numerical methods have been used to examine or simulate
earthquakes and their rupture processes. These mathematical approaches have ranged from
simple analytical solutions, all of the way to complex numerical solutions that incorporate the
Earth’s intricate physical processes, such as friction and inertia. Spontaneous, dynamic
earthquake rupture codes are among these more-complex numerical methods, and there are no
mathematical solutions that can easily be used to test if these codes are working as expected. To
remedy this problem, we compare the results produced by each spontaneous rupture code with
the results produced by other spontaneous rupture codes. If when using the same assumptions
about fault-friction, initial stress conditions, fault geometry, and material properties, the codes all
produce the same results (e.g., rupture-front patterns and synthetic seismograms), then we are
more confident that the codes are operating as intended. Please see Figure 1, and Harris [2004]
for more explanation about what spontaneous rupture codes do, and Harris et al. [2009, 2011],
and our group’s website http://www.scecdata.edu/cvws for more information about our
collaborative scientific project.

Figure 1. Ingredients necessary for a spontaneous rupture simulation. Spontaneous earthquake
rupture simulations need assumptions about the initial stresses on the fault (and off the fault also,
if the medium is not elastic), the fault geometry, the off-fault materials, and a failure criterion,
which describes how fault friction works. These physics-based computer simulations can be
used to produce many different types of results, including patterns of fault slip, ground and subsurface shaking, heat generation, etc. Please see Harris [2004] for more details.
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WINTER 2015-2016 RESULTS – CODE-COMPARISON BENCHMARK EXERCISES
In the winter of 2015-2016, our group designed then tackled two code-comparison benchmark
exercises, both of which examined the effects of a heterogeneous velocity structure on dynamic
simulated earthquake rupture propagation and the resulting seismograms. The Problem Version
(TPV)33 (Figure 2) is the case of a low-velocity fault-zone that produces guided waves. TPV34
(Figure 3) is the case of a 3D velocity structure obtained from the Harvard Community Velocity
Model, CVM-H [Suess and Shaw, 2003; Tape et al., 2009; Plesch et al., 2011], in the Imperial
Valley region. Both the TPV33 and TPV34 benchmark exercises assumed a single planar
vertical strike-slip fault, and slip-weakening friction. Please see the Benchmark Descriptions
page of our website, http://scecdata.usc.edu/cvws for more details about these, and our other
code-comparison benchmark exercises, and our group papers [Harris et al., SRL, 2009 and
Harris et al., SRL, 2011] for more general information about our group's science goals.
Code-Comparison Benchmark Exercise TPV33
TPV33 was designed by popular request from group members who have studied how lowvelocity fault-zones might affect a propagating earthquake rupture. Low-velocity zones are also
inferred from fault-zone guided-wave observations and have been frequent targets of field
experiments aiming to infer fault-zone structure. Co-PI Barall’s March 2016 SCEC workshop
presentation (scecdata.usc.edu/cvws/download/mar11_2016/Barall_TPV33_Results_v10.pdf)
shows many details of the TPV33 benchmark description, as well as the code-comparison results
for seismic stations on and off the fault, and inside and outside the low-velocity fault-zone.
The code comparisons using the benchmark exercise TPV33 worked very well, with the dynamic
rupture modelers’ results for on-fault source behavior and on-fault seismic stations results
providing excellent agreement. Figure 4 shows the rupture front contour plots results (progress
of the rupture in time, on the fault surface), from nine different codes that participated in this
TPV33 code-comparison benchmark exercise. Both qualitative and quantitative metrics [Barall
and Harris, 2015] generated for the TPV33 rupture-front contour results are presented in Figure
4. Both sets of metrics demonstrate the excellent agreement among the nine-codes’ results for
the progress of the rupture on the fault plane. Figure 5 shows the locations of the on-fault
(Figure 5a) and some of the off-fault (Figure 5b) TPV33 seismic stations. At each of the on-fault
seismic stations, each of the nine codes produced stress, slip, and slip-rate seismograms. Figure
5a shows an example of a qualitative comparison of the simulated recordings generated by the
nine codes at one of the on-fault seismic stations. Figure 5a also shows quantitative metrics for
all of the on-fault stations.
Each of the nine-codes also produced displacement and velocity seismograms at each of the
TPV33 benchmark exercise’s off-fault stations. Quantitative comparison metrics for off-fault
stations, in addition to a suite of additional information, are presented in Michael Barall’s
workshop report (see link above). Conclusions from the TPV33 code-comparison benchmark
exercise are that the codes do well at producing matching results for on-fault stations, and also
do well for off-fault stations located in a higher-velocity material. Stations within the lowvelocity fault zone presented a greater challenge, but still produced satisfactory results.
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Figure 2. The Problem Version (TPV)33. Side-view and top-view schematics of the TPV33
low-velocity fault-zone code-comparison benchmark exercise. A complete benchmark
description is available at http://scecdata.usc.edu/cvws/tpv33docs.html.
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Figure 3. The Problem Version (TPV)34. Top) Map-view from Google Maps
(google.com/maps), of the Imperial Valley region. The red line is our modeled fault. Bottom)
schematic of the TPV34 Imperial Valley Model-1 benchmark. This benchmark uses the material
(Vp, Vs, and density) structure of CVM-H, with truncated values for the lowest velocities and
densities. A complete benchmark description is available at
http://scecdata.usc.edu/cvws/tpv34docs.html.
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Figure 4. TPV33 Results. TPV33 has the low-velocity fault-zone depicted in Figure 2.
Top) Rupture-front contours on the fault plane, generated by 9 different (colored lines)
spontaneous rupture codes, show excellent agreement. Contours are at 0.25 second intervals and
indicate where the fault slip rate first exceeds 1 mm/s. The rupture is artificially nucleated in the
circular nucleation zone, then propagates outward on the fault plane, then spontaneously stops
before it reaches any of the fault’s edges including the Earth’s surface.
Bottom) Quantitative metrics [Barall and Harris, 2015] also show excellent agreement among
the rupture-front contours produced by each of the nine spontaneous rupture codes, with only
17.6 milliseconds maximum difference, which is excellent.
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All codes show excellent agreement at all stations for stress, slip rate, slip, with metric values well below 10%.
The last 4 stations show values >10% just due to one code. Normal stress has large % errors because
the change in normal stress is small. There is actually good agreement for the normal stress.

Figure 5a. TPV33 Results, continued. Top) Plot of the on-fault seismic station locations.
Hypocenter is circled. Middle) Synthetic seismograms from nine codes showing horizontal sliprate versus time for the orange-circled on-fault seismic station, filtered with a 10 Hz lowpass
Butterworth filter. Bottom) Quantitative metrics showing how well the slip, slip-rate, and stress
seismograms from the 9 codes matched each other.
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Figure 5b. TPV33 Results, continued. Plot of some of the off-fault seismic station locations.
Results from the nine codes for these and additional off-fault seismic stations are available in the
March 11, 2016 SCEC workshop report by Michael Barall,
http://scecdata.usc.edu/cvws/download/mar11_2016/Barall_TPV33_Results_v10.pdf
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Code-Comparison Benchmark Exercise TPV34
The TPV34 benchmark (depicted in Figure 3) was designed to be our first test of setting our
spontaneous rupture simulations in a realistic 3D velocity structure. TPV34 is a vertical strikeslip fault set in the Imperial Valley region of the Harvard community velocity model, CVM-H,
except that the lowest velocities are adjusted so that the minimum Vs value is 1400 m/s.
This model-truncation needed to occur because most if not all of the spontaneous rupture codes
don’t yet have sufficient computational resources to operate using the lowest shear-wave
velocities that are inferred for Imperial Valley, e.g., 200 m/s. In the future we hope to determine
a method for increasing spontaneous rupture codes’ capabilities for dealing with lowervelocities.
Co-PI Michael Barall’s March 11, 2016 SCEC workshop presentation
http://scecdata.usc.edu/cvws/download/mar11_2016/Barall_TPV34_Results_v09.pdf,
shows many details of the TPV34 benchmark description, as well as the code-comparison results
for seismic stations on and off the fault.
The code comparison results using the benchmark exercise TPV34 worked well in the deeper,
higher-velocity layers of the Imperial Valley velocity model. Figure 6 depicts TPV34 on-fault
rupture results from the nine codes that simulated this benchmark exercise, and both qualitatively
and quantitatively assesses how well the rupture-front contours matched each other. The
quantitative metrics show a very good agreement among the nine codes’ results, not as precise a
match as for TPV33, but still quite good. Figure 7a shows the on-fault seismic stations, along
with qualitative comparisons and quantitative metrics for the time-series results generated by the
nine codes for these on-fault seismic stations. The seismograms from the deeper on-fault
stations had a less than 10% mismatch among the codes, whereas at the shallower stations, that
were located in the lower-velocity material near the Earth’s surface, the 9 codes produced a
slightly bigger mismatch. Figure 7b shows the locations of off-fault seismic stations.
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Figure 6. TPV34 Results. Vertical strike-slip fault set in a CVM-H Imperial Valley region
velocity/density structure, truncated Vs=1.4 km/s. Figure 3 is a TPV34 schematic.
Top) Rupture-front contours on the fault plane, generated by nine different (colored lines)
dynamic, spontaneous rupture codes. Contours are at 0.5 second intervals, and indicate where the
fault slip rate first exceeds 1 mm/sec. A slight divergence among the codes occurs at 5-km depth,
where CVM-H has a velocity inversion (lower velocity rocks below higher velocity rocks).
Bottom) Quantitative metrics (Barall and Harris, 2015) also show good agreement among the
rupture-front contours produced by each of the nine spontaneous rupture codes, with 44.6
milliseconds maximum difference, which is not as perfect as TPV33’s results, but is still quite
reasonable.
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Figure 7a. TPV34 results, continued. Top) On-fault seismic stations. Middle) Synthetic
seismograms showing horizontal slip-rate versus time for an on-fault seismic station, filtered
with a 5 Hz low-pass filter. Bottom) Quantitative metrics for the on-fault seismic stations show
very good agreement (<10% difference) among the 9 codes’ results at the on-fault stations that
are located in the deeper, higher-velocity rocks. ‘dp010’ is a station at 1-km depth.
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Figure 7b. TPV34, continued. Locations of off-fault seismic stations.

For more information about our TPV33 and TPV34 code comparison results, please see the
March 11, 2016 SCEC workshop presentations, both by co-PI Barall, on our group’s website
scecdata.usc.edu/cvws.

FUTURE PLANS:
We have recently been funded to initiate our investigations of code validation, whereby we
compare our spontaneous rupture code results with observations from well-recorded earthquakes.
We are now deciding if we should use the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake as our test case, or
proceed with a more generic fault model that does not have such low material velocities in the
uppermost layers of the crust. Our March 11, 2016 workshop (see accompanying workshop
report for SCEC Project 15095) produced some interesting points that we need to consider for
our validation efforts in 2016 and beyond, including that the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake
provides some potentially insurmountable challenges, including the effects of the lowest velocity
layers on the seismic motions recorded during the 1979 earthquake. Therefore we are also
investigating if perhaps another earthquake, in a higher-velocity crust, such as the 2000 Mw6.7
Tottori, Japan earthquake, might be a more appropriate validation test for our codes. On another
research front, starting in 2016, some members of our group also plan to initiate work that
addresses how best to combine multi-cycle earthquake models with dynamic rupture simulations,
in preparation for the SCEC transition into SCEC5.
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USGS-PGE CRADA.
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